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Three case studies prove the value
of portable oil analysis

Prime
conditioning

One of the larger ships, the USCG Waesche,
used the FluidScan to detect a serious water
ingression problem into a 3,000 gal oil tank on
board ship. The FluidScan detected a water
problem, and according to the USCG lube oil
opposite page:
program manager, the issue was detected
Cruise ships use
portable analysis tools in time to avoid a major oil change. The cost
to monitor oil condition
of replacing the oil would have been over
of their engines
US$50,000 and the ship would have been
left: Combination kit
unavailable for duty in the Pacific sea lanes
includes the FluidScan
if the predictive maintenance tool had not
analyzer and
been used. \\
SpectroVisc portable
viscometer

Portable oil analysis
tools prove their value
to marine fleets

below: The table
shows a detailed
comparison of the
Spectro Scientific
system and traditional
oil analysis systems

Daniel Walsh, Spectro Scientific

S

pectro Scientific, an ISO 9001:2008
company, specializes in analytical
tools and software for machine
condition monitoring. It has been one
of the largest suppliers of oil and fuel analysis
instruments to the marine and military
segments for the last 20 years.
Portable oil analysis tools are important
to marine fleet maintenance managers, who
are trying to do more with less, have small
engine rooms in which to test and must adhere
to changing environmental rules. The new
technologies incorporate handheld tools and
marine lubricant know-how within a solventfree kit. These portable tools give operators the
information needed for immediate decisions.
Here are some examples of fleets that are
embracing the approach:

The US Navy
In 2011, Spectro Scientific’s FluidScan was
recommended by a US Navy chief engineer,

based on his experience using the device
on board a ship for approximately one year.
Compared with traditional systems, FluidScan
provided the following benefits: superior ease
of use, increased equipment performance,
and lower cost of ownership. A detailed ROI
analysis revealed that for a fleet of 90 ships,
the cost savings of hazardous chemicals
alone is more than US$250,000 per year.
It also eliminates the hassle of logistics for
transporting, storing, handling and recycling
the solvents, and the time and cost involved in
employee training.
A companion product for solvent-free
viscosity testing, the SpectroVisc Q3000,
provided the key test package needed for
lubricant condition onboard ship.
Following the release of the SpectroVisc
Q3000 portable viscometer, the United States
Coast Guard (USCG) acquired the combined
solution. A key reason the combination
kit made sense for the USCG was the size
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of the toolkit, an important consideration for
the new class of Fast Response Cutters
(FRC), which employ two 300kW (5000 HP)
engines on an 87m (154ft) ship. The
technology significantly simplifies the
logistics of oil analysis and provides
real-time oil condition information to
crew members for maintenance of assets
onboard marine vessels.

FluidScan Q1000 portable oil analyzer
Cruise ships see opportunities to adapt the
technology as well, particularly as they deal
with fuel switching per the latest MARPOL VI
SECA (Sulfur Emission Control Area) zones.
In July 2013, a newly constructed cruise ship
implemented the portable infrared analyzer
for shipboard oil analysis. The cruise ship is
the newest member of a popular cruise fleet
that accommodates 3,000+ passengers with
exciting new features. The ship completed its
first Mediterranean cruise in June. A FluidScan

Q1000 was purchased for onboard oil analysis
testing. Several FluidScans have been used in
other sister ships for more than three years,
with good results.
The ship is equipped with 2 x 14 and 2
x 12 cylinder engines. A comprehensive
asset sampling profile was developed. Each
engine has a filter system, lube oil purifier
and alternators. The propulsion group covers
the main bearing, thrust bearing, shaft
bearing and intermediate bearing on two
shafts. The ship is also equipped with multiple
thruster units, at the bow and at the stern.
The steering and stabilizer units were also
added as assets. As they continue on their
next voyages, the engineer plans to add more
assets to the current layout.
The FluidScan contains built in libraries
with many fluids already preloaded. For many
of the assets, the client uses the Mobil Guard
440, which can be added to the fluid library
on the analyzer, which was expected as the
ship was in the harbor for 36 hours at that
stage and the purifiers were not running. The
condition monitoring routine then started,
by collecting samples from various assets in
preparation to sail early the next day.

Spectro Scientific
To learn more about this advertiser, visit
www.ukipme.com/info/mmm NOW!
Reader inquiry no. 109

Traditional System

Spectro Scientific
No HazMat System

Toxic Chemicals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toxic Chemicals in the Kit
Calcium Hydride
Raw Solvent Extracted Gas Oil
Orthophosphoric Acid
Raw Stoddard Solvent
Raw Fatty Alcohol Exthoxl
Requires a cleanup system for
all the chemicals and materials used
• Cost of chemicals per test set: $12.40

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety

• Employee Exposure
• Many precautions have to be taken when
workers are exposed to the toxic chemicals
used

• No Employee Exposure
• Operator can take samples directly
at the source to eliminate excess
waste stream

Training

• Skilled crew member only
• Training to transport, store, handle and
recycle hazardous chemicals
• Training on testing water/soot in oil, TAN
and TBN

• Minimum training needed
• No skilled crew member required

Test set: Water,
TBN/TAN, Soot,
Viscosity

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Off Site Calibration

• Periodic off site calibration

• No offsite calibration required

Portability

• Draw and remove oil samples to test
equipment in a small lab on vessel

• Take the meters to the oil source

Flexibility

• Moderate, used mostly for maritime

• Versatile, large oil library covers all
lubricant systems shipboard

Sample preparation
for Water,
TBN/TAN, Soot,
Viscosity

• 4 separate tests needed
For each test
– add 10 – 20ml reagent,
– add 10 – 20 ml oil
– shake for 2 minutes
– 2 minutes analysis
– Write down the result on a piece of paper

• 2 separate tests needed
For each test:
– Put 3 drops of oil (60ul) directly on
to the flip cell
– 1-2 minutes analysis time.
– Data stored in the meter for
trending plot and transferrable to a
computer later

On-site oil analysis
Larger ships realize benefits too. The Polar
Star used by USCG is one of the world's
most powerful non-nuclear ships. USCG
implemented on-site oil analysis using the
FluidScan infrared analyzer. The analysis was
chosen to support USCG’s 75,000 shaft HP gas
turbine and 18,000 shaft HP diesel electric
plants while the ship undergoes Arctic ice
trials. An attractive feature of the handheld
analyzer is its solvent-free design, which is
ideal for areas where logistics are hard to
attain. It is also useful because of the ease
in storing and offloading results for review
by USCG command in Baltimore, Maryland.

Free reader inquiry service

18 minutes turnaround time
Manual operation
Manual data transfer
No Trending
Total samples used: 30-40ml
Total reagents used: 50ml

“0” Toxic Chemicals
No Employee HazMat Exposure
No Chemicals
No Cleanup
No Storage
No Shipping
No Reordering
No Gloves
Minimal Waste, only wipes and
pipettes

5 Minutes turnaround time
Automated operation
Automated data transfer
Trending on FluidScan
Total samples used: 120μl (6 drops)
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